Road markings are an important guarantee for road infrastructure and driving safety. In recent years, the rapid development of autonomous driving technology, and the identification ofroad identifiers has become an indispensable part of this technology. The traditional target detection algorithm in computer vision has poor regional selectivity, high time complexity and poor feature robustness. The deep learning algorithm can effectively solve these problems. At present, deep learning is widely used in audio data and images, and it is feasible and meaningful to identify commonroad identifiers. Based on the self-builtroad marking database, in view of the problems existing in the currentroad marking detection research, the latest deep learning method is used to detect the six common types ofroad signs such as the right turn arrow, the straight right turn arrow and the crosswalk, and the SSD is trained. Modifying the four target detection models of focal loss SSD, FSSD and R-FCN and testing the road surface. Through data analysis and comparison, the following conclusions can be drawn. R-FCN has higher accuracy, but slower speed; The accuracy of SSD model is low whilst the detection speed is fast. The accuracy of the SSD model after modifying the focal loss is improved compared with the SSD model. The accuracy of the FSSD model is between R-FCN and SSD, and it can also maintain a faster speed. Comparing the experimental results, the R-FCN model with 18-layer depth residual network is the best for road marking detection.
Introduction
Urbanization and people's living standards are improving, the number of road vehicles are increasing, and traffic accidents occur frequently. Therefore, research on the detection and identification ofroad signs has become particularly important. The self-driving car launched by Google is a successful example. The traditional road detection algorithm adopts artificial design features with certain limitations and poor versatility. Most of them use image processing methods to enhance the accuracy of road marking detection. Therefore, the road marking detection algorithm has been stagnant in practice. The effect is poor in the application. Until the introduction of deep learning algorithms into computer vision, the field of target detection has ushered in a golden period of rapid development. The depth learning algorithm is flourishing due to its adaptability, universality and robustness. Some scholars have begun to adopt convolutional neural networks for marker detection to achieve better results than traditional target detection algorithms, however, there are still some defects in real-time and accuracy.
The contribution of this paper is to use the self-built road marking database including the road signs at home and abroad, and use the data expansion method to increase the database and simulate the identification of the signs under the dirty damage scene. In the meantime, the best-performing different target detection models in the current popular two-stage detection algorithm and single-stage detection algorithm are introduced into the road marking detection. By analyzing the experimental results of different models and different models under different test sets, from real-time and accurate Comprehensive analysis of the rate and other aspects, giving the advantages and disadvantages of different models, and obtaining the best road sign detection model.
Research Status ofroad Mark Detection
Traffic safety has always been a hot spot for human attention. In recent years, traffic accidents have occurred frequently, and road junctions have many accidents. Therefore, the detection and identification of road identifiers is particularly important. The traditionalroad identifiers are mainly based on a variety of image preprocessing methods, and theroad marker detection algorithm is divided into two steps: marker detection and recognition. The method proposed by Foucher P et al. to identify signs such as road arrows and crosswalks is to improve image processing [11] . Yamamoto J et al. proposed an algorithm based on road marker recognition. The algorithm first obtains the marker region based on the edge information and the method of correcting by inverse perspective transformation. The marker is classified and detected by the neural network, but the detection rate is low. Especially the orange marker [20] . S.Suchitra et al. proposed an algorithm for identifyingroad identifiers based on Hough transform. Although the identifiers obtained by this algorithm have the characteristics of constant scale and rotation, the anti-interference ability based on Hough change is poor [14] . Vokhidov H et al. proposed an algorithm for identifying dirtyroad markers based on convolutional neural networks. The algorithm uses a seven-layer convolutional neural network model. The first three layers are used to extract features and the four layers are used for classification. However, the detection speed is too slow and is not suitable for practical application [1] . In order to further improve the anti-interference and real-time performance of the detection mark, some scholars have proposed the road marking detection based on the lane line since the identifier is often inseparable from the lane line, and the area of the road marking is determined according to the lane line. Meets real-time but poor robustness. In summary, it can be known that the current research onroad marking recognition mostly stays in the stage of image processing and shallow neural network, and the accuracy and performance are low. Anti-interference, real-time, universality and robustness are the criteria for measuring detection algorithms. It is necessary to conduct in-depth research onroad marking algorithms based on deep learning.
At present, the target detection algorithm based on deep learning is mainly divided into a single-stage detection algorithm and a two-stage detection algorithm. In the section III, We will give the detail introduction about implement two-stage and one-stage object detection methods to detect road marking. Comparison and analysis of experimental results are given in section IV. Conclusion is drawn in Section V.
Experimental Framework

Two-stage road marking detection
In 2014, Ross Girshick proposed the RCNN model [2] , which applied the convolutional neural network to the target detection for the first time and achieved great results. The structure of the algorithm also became the classic model of target detection. Later, the Fast RCNN Faster RCNN R-FCN appeared. These are both two-stage detection algorithms. On account of the R-FCN algorithm position-sensitive distributed convolutional network replacing the fully connected network after the ROI pooling layer, the feature sharing of the whole network is realized, which effectively solves the contradiction between the translation invariance of the object classification and the translational change of the object detection. The previous Fast RCNN and Faster RCNN took a lot of time. Therefore, R-FCN is used as one of the models for road marker detection. By reason of ResNet18 performance is similar to ResNet50, while the speed is faster than ResNet18, the 18-layer residual network is applied for training.
In the model training, the input image is first extracted by the backbone network ResNet to obtain a feature map with a dimension of 208. A 1024 convolution layer is added to the feature map to reduce the feature map dimension to 1024. The feature map is sent. In the RPN, N candidate regions are generated. At the same time, the feature map after dimensionality reduction generates a position-sensitive score graph with channel number channel=(C+1)*k^2 through a special convolution, where C is the number of signature categories +1, K^2 The size of the scores map that is finally obtained for each category. Finally, the ROI Pooling operation is performed by combining the candidate region and the score map generated by the RPN network to obtain a vector of K^2 size. Here, we use the average pooling method to vote on the obtained vector to obtain the confidence of each category. Finally, the flag type corresponding to the highest reliability value is taken as the detection type.
During the training process, when the parameters are updated by backpropagation, the cross-entropy of the loss value needs to be calculated. Similar to the Faster RCNN, the general target detection is divided into two parts: positioning and classification. The R-FCN loss function is also Divided into classification and positioning. Which represents the cross-entropy loss of the classification, representing the regression Loss of the target location. We define the cross-entropy as:
In the R-FCN model training process, the RPN and R-FCN network alternate training methods are used to share the features. The two models are alternately trained twice to obtain the final model. 
One-stage road marking detection
The two-stage detection network such as RCNN has an RPN structure. The detection accuracy is improved and the algorithm is slow, which cannot meet the real-time requirements of some scenarios. In response to this problem, some scholars have proposed a single-stage detection algorithm based on regression, such as YOLO SSD, which can ensure both the accuracy and speed.
In 2015, Joseph Redmon proposed an end-to-end YOLO algorithm [7] with a speed of 45 frames per second, but there is a certain error in recall rate and positioning accuracy. In 2016, Wei Liu et al pinpointed that the SSD algorithm solves the problem of positioning accuracy of the YOLO algorithm [6] , and combines the regression idea of YOLO with the anchor mechanism of Faster RCNN to improve the accuracy under the premise of YOLO. Therefore, this paper uses SSD algorithm as one of the models for road marker detection. The method of multi-level convolution feature extraction in SSD algorithm makes the feature extraction of small targets poor, and the detection effect is not good. Considering that in the actual road marker detection scene, due to the small target appearing in the distance, in 2018, Zuoxin Li et al. proposed an improved model FSSD for insufficient SSD feature extraction [17] , which improved the accuracy of SSD and still maintained Higher speed, so this paper also uses FSSD as one of the models for road identifier detection. Single-stage detection often has the problem of unbalanced sample categories. In 2017, Tsung-Yi Lin et al. presented Focal Loss [16] , which can improve the accuracy of the model. Therefore, this paper will also modify the SSD of Focal Loss as one of the models.
SSD-based Road marking detection
SSD uses VGG-16 as the main network architecture. In fact, based on VGG-16, the last two fully connected layers become convolutional layers and four convolutional layers are added. In this paper, the weighting parameters of the VGG-16 are pre-trained in the iLSVRC database, and the SSD-300 model is used to make the size of the image input model 300*300. The principle of the SSD model extracts the various convolutional layers of the VGG architecture to obtain different types of feature maps. Here, six layers of feature maps of conv4-3, conv_7, conv6_2, conv7_2, conv8_2, and conv9_2 are selected, and the size of the feature maps are respectively (38, 38). ), (19, 19) , (10, 10), (5, 5) , (3, 3) , (1, 1), form a feature pyramid. For different convolutional layers, a 3*3 convolution kernel is used for convolution. Different feature maps will generate a series of default boxes. Each default box generates 7 categories of confidence for classification, and each default box is generated. The coordinate values (x, y, w, h) are used as regression, and the number of default boxes generated by each layer of the feature map is 38*38*4+19*19*6+10*10*6+5*5*6+3* 3*4+1*1*4=8732. Finally, the results obtained in the previous are combined and passed to the loss value.
The loss value is calculated as shown in Equation (2), where L_conf (x, c) represents the loss value of the target classification, and L_loc (x, l, g) represents the loss value of the target location. In the process of calculating loss, according to the IoU method, the overlap between the prior box and the ground truth is calculated, and the candidate box larger than 0.5 is taken as the positive sample, and the candidate frame smaller than 0.5 is used as the negative sample, and the default box is generated in the default box. The sample is the majority. In order to ensure the correctness of the model training, we select the negative samples with higher confidence in the order from largest to smallest, so that the ratio of positive and negative samples is 1:3.
(2)
Improved SSD model based on Focal Loss
The two-stage detection algorithm such as R-FCN has higher accuracy and slower speed, and the accuracy of SSD model is not as good as the former one. Tsung-Yi Lin believes that it is caused by the imbalance of sample categories. The number of negative samples in the above SSD model training is too large, and dominates in the total loss, which makes the optimization direction of the model develop in a direction we do not want. In R-FCN, we use the OHEM algorithm, but this algorithm is based on the premise of increasing the weight of misclassified data, that is, ignoring the sample data that is easy to classify. Using a new loss loss obtained by modifying the standard cross entropy can reduce the weight of easily categorized samples, and make the model more focused on samples that are difficult to classify. The traditional cross entropy loss is shown in Equation (3), where p is the probability.
The formula of Focal loss is shown in Equation (4), where γ is the focusing parameter, γ ≥ 0, and (1-p) γ is called the modulation coefficient.
When the sample is misclassified during training, the value of p is very small, so the modulation function is infinitely close to 1, which is basically unchanged from the original loss. For samples that are easy to classify and classified correctly, p is close to 1, and the modulation factor is infinitely close to zero, contributing substantially to the total loss. When γ is 0, focal loss becomes the traditional cross entropy, γ increases, and the modulation coefficient increases accordingly. Focal loss can easily determine the influence of difficult to classify and easily classified samples on total loss.
FSSD-based road marking detection
The FSSD model is initialized using the weight parameters of the pre-trained VGG-16 in the iLSVRC database, trained using the FSSD-300 model. Different from the SSD model, the FSSD adopts the feature fusion method to extract features, and fuses the features of the conv4_3, fc_7 layers of the VGG model and the newly added conv6_2 and conv7_2. Due to the different size of each layer's feature map, the feature size of the FSSD with a size of 38*38 is the standard size, and the layer with the larger feature size is downsampled by the maximum pool to change it to the standard size. For small size feature maps, the method of bilinear interpolation becomes standard size. Finally, the 1*1 convolution kernel is used to fuse the features of each layer, and after normalization, the feature pyramid is formed for target detection. The Roadmarking database is a foreign database, and the domestic traffic signs are slightly different, and the road conditions are relatively simple. Larger scale, Baidu apollo database road conditions are more complicated, but the ground truth data of road marking is not yet public. On the whole, there is no road marking database based on the large-scale and complicated road conditions for the road marking in China. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a database suitable for China's road marking national conditions.
Self-built road marking dataset
The data set of this paper is mainly divided into three parts: Tencent Street View, Baidu Apollo Database and real-time collection of Beijing and Huashan road information. Five kinds of data expansion methods such as rotation change are adopted. The rotation image is used to simulate the actual detection of different angles in the scene. The brightness change is used to simulate the actual detection of the illumination changes in the scene. The scale transformation is used to simulate the actual detection of scene markers at different distances. In this case, by adjusting the contrast to simulate the actual detection of the road surface marker wear is not clear, through the horizontal flip to simulate the situation of different scenes. After the above five methods are freely combined, the expansion ratio is 1:18, and the expanded database contains a total of 36,811 images. The types and quantities of image markers before and after expansion are shown in Table 1 . Crosswalk 12647
The images of the data set were randomly scrambled before training, and the expanded data was divided into training set, verification set and test set according to the ratio of 6:2:2, and the number was 22087, 7362, 7362 respectively. This paper prepares another test set that captures 848 images taken on a car camera on Huashan Road. Different from the previous data set, the test set randomly selects the road information of a specific location in China, which is more similar to the actual detection scenario. If the results of the two test sets are similar, the general applicability of the conclusions can be reflected. Here we named the test set that was randomly divided proportionally as test set 1, and the test set taken on Huashan Road was named test set 2.
Experimental results and analysis
SSD, SSD (improved loss function), FSSD, and R-FCN models are all based on the Python interface under the Caffe framework. The operating system is Ubuntu 16.04 and the GPU is Nvidia 1080Ti. Test the two test sets separately under the premise of model convergence. The test results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . Through the above results, it can be noticed that the single-stage detection algorithm such as R-FCN has higher overall accuracy, and the two-stage detection algorithm such as SSD has lower overall accuracy. According to the average detection accuracy, the order from high to low is R-FCN, FSSD, SSD (Focal loss), SSD. SSD, SSD (Focal loss), FSSD algorithm is poor in detecting arrow marks. In terms of speed, the single-stage algorithm is faster and can meet real-time performance. The R-FCN is slower, but the gap is not large.
Conclusion
For small targets, detecting R-FCN is better. For large targets such as crosswalks, the two accuracy rates are comparable, but the onestage method is faster. Small target detection tends to rely more on shallow features since shallow features have high resolution but poor semantic distinction, and one-stage algorithms such as SSD do not utilize shallow features. The SSD/FSSD input fixed size of 300*300 increases the speed, but has a large impact on the small target detection of large images. For large target detection RFCN and ssd/fssd performance is equivalent. Using two different data sets for model testing, it can be seen from the test results that the accuracy is basically the same, which shows the accuracy and universal adaptability of the test results. In general, the R-FCN model is the best for road marking detection.
